Do you Believe in Ghosts? Want to Know How to Find them? Author, ghost researcher and American Ghost Society founder Troy Taylor returns once more to the field of paranormal investigation with the 10th Anniversary Edition of his bestselling guide to investigating ghosts and hauntings. With this new, updated edition, Taylor has expanded on all of the original material from past volumes and has added new information on investigation techniques, detection equipment, spirit communication, cameras and photo analysis, historical research and more! This essential manual offers step-by-step methods for investigating homes, buildings and graveyards; authentic methods of taking and analyzing paranormal photos, video and Electronic Voice Phenomenal; real-life case files of ghostly activity; best uses for 35mm and digital cameras; spirit communications and ghost watches --- and just about anything else that a ghost hunter
needs to know! The acclaimed guide explores step-by-step methods of investigating homes, buildings and graveyards; ghost detection equipment; authentic methods of spirit photography; secrets of Electronic Voice Phenomena; real-life stories from ghost hunting case files; and much more! Don't just read about haunted houses --- go out and find your own!

This should be considered a MUST READ to anyone interested in Ghost Hunting.
It is very well written and gives detailed information.
Some of things it covers are types of ghosts, equipment to use and why, and what types of areas to investigate.
Even experienced investigators will find enough interesting information to make this a must read.
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